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2017 season of productions promises to invigorate Lancaster
Original productions and rarely produced works in PRiMA’s fresh theatrical experiences 

Lancaster, PA (November 7, 2016) - PRiMA Theatre is announcing the 2017 season of productions.

Tick Tick Boom is the autobiographical musical by the Pulitzer Prize and Tony award-winning 
composer Jonathan Larson (the creator of Rent), is the story of the sacrifices he made to achieve his 
big break. This compelling story of personal discovery is filled with instantly appealing melodies in a 
memorable pop-rock score. Just before Hamilton took flight, its creator, Lin-Manuel Miranda, was one 
of the most recent performer to star in a NYC production of Tick Tick Boom. The production attracts 
innovative thinkers. PRiMA has received exclusive permission to refresh the orchestrations, giving the 
musical a flavor of today’s music, bringing Tick Tick Boom into the age of Adele. Join PRiMA for this 
endearing and thoughtful piece about following your dreams amidst the whirlwind of life. The 
production will play in March 2017 within the black box theater at the Trust Performing Arts Center. 

Retro Remix is a theatrical lounge experience focused on turning the dial on today's top radio 
standards with retro-pop versions of your favorite songs. Inspired by the YouTube and internationally 
touring sensation, Postmodern Jukebox. Retro Remix will play at Liberty Place in April 2017.

Broadway Guest Artist Benefit Concert 
Guest artists have taken the PRiMA stage over the years, mesmerizing audiences with unbelievable 
talent and beautiful music. 2017 brings a Broadway artist to Lancaster to benefit the programming of 
PRiMA and the Youth Experience Initiative. The artist will be announced at a later date, and the 
concert will take place at Willow Valley Communities Cultural Center Theater in July 2017.

Evita
Evita follows the unprecedented life of Eva Perón. Using her beauty and charisma, Evita rose from 
the slums of Argentina to the presidential mansion as First Lady. She won international acclaim and 
adoration from her own people as a champion of the poor, while glamour and power made her the 
world’s first major female political celebrity. Evita tells Eva’s passionate and tragic story through Tim 
Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s most dazzling and beloved score, which includes “Don’t Cry for Me 
Argentina,” “Another Suitcase in Another Hall” and “High Flying Adored,” together with “You Must 



Love Me,” the Oscar-winning hit from the feature film. The production will take place in August-
September of 2017. Location will be announced at a later date.

Sinatra Holiday Speakeasy brings together classic songs, classic cocktails, and adds a PRiMA twist. 
Everyone loves the songs of Frank Sinatra. Add a PRiMA speakeasy environment and you’ve got a 
holly jolly night to remember. Join us for an evening of timeless music, holiday cheer, and a classic 
cocktail from Lancaster’s best mixologists. This theatrical lounge experience will take place in 
December of 2017 at Aussie & The Fox.

Ticket subscriptions can be purchased at primatheatre.org or by phone at 717.327.5124. Individual 
ticket sales will be available January 2017.

Auditions are open to the public and will be announced at a later date. Performers can sign-up for 
audition notices at primatheatre.org/casting.
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